
32 - Tomb of the Triclinium 

Tarquinia, Italy. Etruscan, 480-470 BCE, Tufa and fresco 

 Wall paintings reveal important information about Etruscan funeral culture and about the living 

 composed of a single chamber with wall decorations painted in fresco 

 Discovered in 1830 

 takes its name from the three-couch dining room of the ancient Greco-Roman Mediterranean, 

known as the triclinium 

 The rear wall of the tomb carries the main scene, one of banqueters enjoying a dinner party 

 Scenes of dancers occupy the flanking left and right walls 

 Possibly influenced stylistically by pottery (attic) from the Greek, fifth century BCE 

 diners are dressed in bright and sumptuous robes, befitting their presumed elite status 

 Common painterly conventions of gender typing are employed—the skin of females is light in 

color while male skin is tinted a darker tone of orange-brown 

 The dancers and musicians, together with the feasting, suggest the overall convivial tone of the 

Etruscan funeral. In keeping with ancient Mediterranean customs, funerals were often 

accompanied by games 

 The actual paintings were removed from the tomb in 1949 (for preservations reasons) 

 Etruscan funeral rites were not somber but festive, with the aim of sharing a final meal with the 

deceased as the latter transitioned to the afterlife 

 This ritual feasting served several purposes in social terms.  

o At its most basic level the funeral banquet marked the transition of the deceased from the 

world of the living to that of the dead; the banquet that accompanied the burial marked 

this transition and ritually included the spirit of the deceased, as a portion of the meal, 

along with the appropriate dishes and utensils for eating and drinking, would then be 

deposited in the tomb.  

o Another purpose of the funeral meal, games, and other activities was to reinforce the 

socio-economic position of the deceased person and his/her family, a way to remind the 

community of the living of the importance and standing of these people and thus tangibly 

reinforce their position in contemporary society.  

o This would include, where appropriate, visual reminders of socio-political status, 

including indications of wealth and civic achievements, notably public offices held by the 

deceased 



         



 

 

 

 


